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Inspection of protein–protein interaction maps illustrates that a hub protein can interact with a very large number of proteins, reaching tens and even hundreds. Since a single protein cannot interact with such a large number of partners at the same time, this presents a challenge: can we figure out which interactions can occur simultaneously and which are mutually excluded? Addressing this question adds a fourth dimension into interaction maps: that of time. Including the time dimension in structural networks is an immense asset; time dimensionality transforms network node-and-edge maps into cellular processes, assisting in the comprehension of cellular pathways and their regulation. While the time dimensionality can be further enhanced by linking protein complexes to time series of mRNA expression data, current robust, network experimental data are lacking. Here we outline how, using structural data, efficient structural comparison algorithms and appropriate datasets and filters can assist in getting an insight into time dimensionality in interaction networks; in predicting which interactions can and cannot co-exist; and in obtaining concrete predictions consistent with experiment. As an example, we present p53-linked processes.

The concept and introduction

In most network studies, protein–protein interactions are abstracted with a graph representation where proteins are represented as nodes and protein–protein interactions as edges. Such network representation is crucial for the comprehension of biological processes and protein function in the global sense. However, to characterize the interactions with respect to their structural and chemical properties and in particular to understand how the function is exerted, it is essential to include structural information in the networks.1–10 To date, in structural network studies, attempts have focused on elucidating the nature of the interactions and on predicting new protein interactions,11–15 affinities and kinetic constants.9 In the pioneering works of Aloy and Russell,1–4 structural information was used to interpret the molecular details of the interactions and to model the binary interactions. Aytuña et al.11 presented a structure-based method to predict protein–protein interactions using known template interfaces; if surface regions of two proteins are structurally similar to the two sides of a template interface, the two proteins are predicted to interact. More recently, Schroeder and co-workers6 used structural templates to predict novel protein interactions specific for pancreatic cancer. Several groups have also shown how it is possible to estimate kinetic constants for the binding parameters using structural information.16–18 From a different perspective, elastic network models (i.e., eigenmode decomposition) of the protein–protein interactions can give insights into the functional organization of the proteins in the network.19

Questions to be addressed in structural networks include (i) how can a hub protein interact with many proteins with different affinities and (ii) which interactions can occur simultaneously and which are mutually excluded? Kim et al.10 distinguished overlapping from non-overlapping interfaces in their structural interaction network to determine the interaction behavior. They grouped network hubs into singlish- and multi-interface. The former has at most two distinct binding interfaces and the interactions exclude each other whereas the latter has more than two binding interfaces with most of the interactions being simultaneously possible. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1; the figure displays a schematic representation of a classical network and a structural interaction network. The protein labeled P1 has two different binding regions, B11 and B12: through the B11 region, the protein interacts with P3; and through the B11 region it can interact with three partners. Thus, the interactions of P1 with P2, P4 and P6 exclude each other; that is, they cannot occur at the same time. On the other hand, the interaction with P3 is simultaneously possible. In Fig. 1C, three possible interactions are displayed. This figure indicates that P1 can be used in three different complexes. This information cannot be obtained from the abstract network shown in Fig. 1A.
Including the time notion in structural network is an asset, differentiating between processes. The time dimensionality can be included by linking protein complexes to time series of mRNA expression data. One of the early attempts to explain the dynamics of the interactions includes the work of Han et al.\textsuperscript{20} They classified highly connected proteins ("hub proteins") in the yeast interactome network into date and party hubs based on their partners' expression profiles. Party hubs, whose expression is correlated with that of their interacting partners, simultaneously bind most of their partners; on the other hand, date hubs with less correlated expression interact with their partners at different times. In their structural network, Kim et al.\textsuperscript{10} linked the date/party hub subdivision to the number of interaction interfaces on protein surfaces. They found that multi-interface hubs correspond mostly to party hubs whereas single-interface hubs correspond to date hubs. Komurov and White\textsuperscript{21} refined the notion of dynamic modularity in the protein interaction network; they found that constitutively expressed and dynamically co-regulated proteins cluster in different parts of the protein interaction network network to form static and dynamic functional modules, respectively. In another study, de Lichtenberg et al.\textsuperscript{22} mapped microarray expression data onto yeast protein–protein interaction network. Functional linkages between proteins were inferred and analysis of the dynamics of protein complexes during the yeast cell cycle revealed previously unknown components and modules. While co-expression of a specific protein and its partners can be studied, there are no available large-scale data to infer the dynamics of protein interaction networks. The lack of clear consistent information relating to large-scale co-expression of proteins and structural data hamper the understanding of how cellular processes function in four dimensions,\textsuperscript{5} that is, considering also time.

Here, to illustrate the usefulness of structural information, we present the p53 network. p53 is a central protein playing a key role in response to a broad range of stress signals such as DNA damage and oncogene activation; as such it has a large number of binding partners in the cell. To illustrate the concept and characterize the interactions of the p53 pathway we use PRISM.\textsuperscript{11,13,15} Below, we illustrate how this concept, coupled with the PRISM strategy, allows the prediction of novel interactions for p53 and Mdm2 proteins.

### Methods

In this work, we use our high performance prediction algorithm PRISM\textsuperscript{11,15} to analyze the p53 pathway. The PRISM rationale argues that if particular surface regions of any two proteins are spatially similar to the complementary partners of a known interface, in principle these two proteins can interact with each other via these regions. The prediction algorithm uses a template interface dataset and a target single protein structure dataset to predict such potential interactions between target proteins. The description of these two sets and the details of the PRISM algorithm are clarified in the following sections.

### Template set

An interface can be defined as the region that links two protein chains by non-covalent interactions. The template set represents the subset of the structurally non-redundant unique interface architectures. Using the interfaces in this dataset as templates, new potentially interacting protein pairs are predicted. For this work, we used two different template sets; the first is the non-obligate template set, the other is the obligate template set. The obligate template set contains interfaces whose interactions are tight and long-lived; whereas the non-obligate set contains complexes which transiently associate and dissociate and the partner chains are stable on their own. In the non-obligate template set, there are 158 interfaces and in the obligate template set, there are 330. To generate these template sets, we considered the structurally clustered interface dataset generated by Tuncbag et al.\textsuperscript{23} which contains 49,512 interfaces clustered into 8205 clusters. At the lowest level, these structurally distinct interface clusters contain some homologous complexes. These are next eliminated in each cluster (homology cutoff = 80%, using the ClustalW\textsuperscript{24} sequence alignment) following the procedure applied by Keskin et al.\textsuperscript{25} For the remaining clusters, the biological relevance is addressed by removing crystal contacts using NOXclass.\textsuperscript{26} To construct an obligate template set we considered obligate interfaces: if the size of a cluster is at least two, the representative interface of that cluster joins the obligate set. A similar procedure is followed for the generation of the non-obligate template set. Since evolutionarily-related interfaces are more likely to bind similar partners, computational hotspots in the interfaces are also considered. These hotspots are obtained by the empirical formula of Hotsprint (for details, see ref. 27) which combines residue accessibility, conservation and amino acid propensity. Template interfaces are named as follows: \textit{i.e.} if the PDB code of a protein...
(or complex) is 1axd and there is an interface between chains A and B, this interface is named 1axdAB.

**Target set**

The target set contains proteins related to the p53 pathway; to find out if they interact directly, their surfaces are structurally compared to the template interfaces. To construct this set, all proteins known to play a role in the p53 pathway are extracted from the molecular interaction map. A total of 104 proteins are extracted. 47 of the 104 proteins have crystal structures. Some proteins do not have full-length structures, only those of domains or fragments. We considered all these structures in the prediction algorithm. For each, only one structure is considered; homologous structures are not added to the target set. In the structural matching with the template set, only the surface residues of the target proteins are considered. To extract surface residues, Naccess is applied. If the relative surface accessibility of a residue is greater than 5%, that residue is considered as surface residue.

**The PRISM algorithm**

PRISM predicts interfaces by spatial similarity. The PRISM prediction steps are illustrated in Fig. 2. In this example, the model template is the interface region between the homodimer of the immunoglobulin heavy chain (PDB id: 1dn2). In the PRISM nomenclature, the interface between these chains (A and B) is 1dn2AB. Each template interface is split into its two complementary partners. Using the MultiProt engine, PRISM searches whether these are structurally similar to regions on the target surfaces. MultiProt searches for spatial similarities of amino acids disregarding the order of the residues on the chain. Because template interfaces and target surfaces do not consist of contiguous chains, MultiProt is particularly appropriate for our task. For each individual alignment, MultiProt reports the 10 best substructural matches. PRISM considers the first match. To avoid a high rate of false positives, 50% of the residues of interface partners must be matched with the target surfaces. Here, we also considered evolutionary similarity (the number of identically matched target residues with template hotspots) between the target and the template; however, we did not set any cutoff for hotspot similarity. As a result, two sets are generated (T_R and T_L). In the first the targets are similar to the left interface partner (I_L); in the second the targets are similar to the right interface partner (I_R). The cross matches of these two sets give the first possible predicted protein interactions list. When the aligned target proteins are transformed onto the template interface some residues of the partner targets can collide; these candidate pairs are disallowed and removed (step 2). Corresponding target proteins of the left and right interface partners should not interpenetrate each other in their complex state. In the last step, the biological relevance of these putative protein complexes is assessed using NOXclass (see ref. 26 for NOXclass details). A NOXclass value of at least 80% moves the complexes into the final predicted complexes set. The resulting list is the putative interactions predicted by PRISM using the multi-step filtering.

Some proteins interact with their partners at different regions and at different time periods with different interaction strengths. PRISM supplies this information for the predicted interactions; accordingly, the binding region, time period (simultaneous or exclusive interactions) and interaction strength (whether transient or obligate) can be obtained from PRISM for the putative interactions.

**Results**

**p53 pathway and protein interaction network**

The experimental interaction data for the p53 pathway are extracted from the Molecular Interaction Map (MIM) of Kohn and his colleagues. In total, there are 226 interactions between 104 mammalian proteins. We searched for additional interactions among these 104 proteins in different interaction databases such as DIP, BIND and MINT, in an attempt to enrich the p53 pathway. This led to a total of 311 interactions between 104 proteins, of which 47 proteins have structural information. With these structures as input, PRISM predicts 257 interactions between 45 protein structures using the non-obligate template set; among them 52 interactions are validated using the 311 experimental interactions. PRISM further predicts 411 interactions between 47 protein structures, using the obligate template set, of which 64 interactions are available in the experimental interaction data.
In Table 1, these numbers are tabulated. These predictions are between any pairs of proteins involved in the p53 pathway and survived multi-step filters. Some of the interactions are observed in both sets. In total, 76 unique interactions are verified using the experimental interaction data.

### Table 1  PRISM predictions on p53 interaction network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Template set used</th>
<th>No. of protein structures</th>
<th>No. of putative interactions</th>
<th>No. of experimentally verified interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obligate set</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-obligate set</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p53 and its binding partners**

One protein can interact with different partners using the same or different surface patches. For hubs, which interact with many different proteins, this adaptation is crucial. Hub proteins can interact with their partners at different time periods through the same region (i.e., mutually exclusive interactions), or at the same time through different regions (i.e., simultaneous interactions), or both. Information relating to the time component of the interaction coupled with structural data provides an added dimensionality in protein interaction networks. As an example, let us consider p53, a central protein in the cell. p53 consists of five domains: the transactivation domain, the proline-rich domain, the DNA-binding domain, the tetramerization domain and the regulatory domain. A high resolution structure of full-length p53 is unavailable; however, structures of several individual domains are. Fig. 3A illustrates these domains with their corresponding structures. On its own, the transactivation domain is unfolded; it is folded when bound to the Mdm2 or in a membrane environment. The DNA-binding domain is the largest structured p53 domain with 191 residues. The tetramerization domain is structured in the p53 tetramer, forming a single helix. The regulatory domain, to which ubiquitin attaches, is unfolded.

To predict the p53 partners and their binding sites, we selected the DNA-binding domain (DBD); the helical structure of the tetramerization domain can match many helical template interfaces leading to a prediction bias. The structurally known and predicted interactions of the DBD clearly show a mechanistic multi-faced, multiple partner paradigm.

![Fig. 3A](image1.png)

Fig. 3A The fragments of the p53 protein and the available crystal structures; (B) p53 DNA-binding domain interactions. Edges are colored according to the different binding sites; these contain both experimental and PRISM-predicted interactions.

![Fig. 3B](image2.png)

Fig. 3B illustrates known and potential PRISM-predicted p53 DBD-binding partners. In this small network, predicted interaction partners (Cdk2, Crk, Chk1, RPA, Ku70, Ku80, Abi, Casp3, RAP1A, Cdk7, Myc, Skp2, Cks1) and interaction partners known from available crystal structures of the p53 DBD complexes (S3BP1, S3BP2, sv40, p53 DBD) are drawn, where edges are colored according to their binding sites; protein partners binding p53 DBD at the same binding site are depicted by similar-color edges. Fig. 4 presents the detailed picture of this small network by combining the structures of the proteins and their binding regions. The p53 DBD is represented in ribbon and colored orange. The binding regions of the p53 interacting proteins are shown in ball representation; proteins interacting through the same p53 region are depicted using the same color. For example, Chk1, Crk, and Cdk2 interact with p53 through the same region. They are colored red and their binding sites are colored yellow. Their interaction with p53 is represented by yellow edge.

The first binding site of p53 is the region (B1) where Cdk2, Crk and Chk1 bind. These proteins are PRISM-predicted p53 interaction partners. Cdk2 and Chk1 are members of the kinase family. Crk is a proto-oncoprotein and its SH2 domain is available in the target set (1ju5:A). The phosphorylation site of p53 is located at the transactivation and regulatory domains. The catalytic site of the Cdk2 contains the residues Asp127, Lys129, Gln131, Asn132, Asp145 and Thr165. Also, the catalytic site of Chk1 contains Asp130, Asp132, Asn135 and Thr170. Here, we predict that Cdk2 and Chk1, two kinases, bind to the DBD of p53 using a region different from their catalytic sites. The predicted binding site of Cdk2 overlaps partially with the region where Cdk2 binds to CycA. The template interface for these interactions is the obligatory interface formed between two oligomerization domains of the arginine repressor (1b4bAC) which binds to DNA with a transcription factor activity protein. Since Cdk2, Crk and Chk1 share the same binding site they are mutually exclusive and cannot interact simultaneously. When
we compare their chemical contacts using MAPPIS (for details of MAPPIS see ref. 42), we observe seven structurally conserved contacts. These are illustrated in Fig. 5. Thus, even though the partners are different, their putative interactions with p53 are conserved structurally and chemically.\textsuperscript{12} NOXclass labels these interactions as biological and non-obligate, in agreement with the characteristics of mutually exclusive interactions.

Another set of interacting proteins competing for B2, the other region of p53 DBD, are the p53 binding protein 1 (53BP1), p53 binding protein 2 (53BP2), simian virus 40 large T antigen (sv40), p53 DBD, Casp-3, Cks1, and proto-oncogene tyrosine protein kinase c-Abl. These proteins have overlapping binding sites on the DBD. The structures of the complexes of 53BP1 (1gzh:B), 53BP2 (1ycs:B), p53 DBD (2geq:A) and sv40 (2h1l:A) with the p53 DBD are available in the PDB. The other partners are PRISM-predicted interactions. The template interface of Casp3–p53 interaction is the non-obligate interface between the acetylcholine receptor and its inhibitor (2br8BG). This interaction between Casp3 and p53 DBD is predicted by the human protein interaction prediction server (PIPs),\textsuperscript{43} consistent with our results.

For two interactions to be simultaneously possible, it is insufficient that binding sites should not overlap; in addition, in the multimeric state there should not be residues overlapping between the partners. In our case here, the corresponding partners of B1 (where Cdk2, Crk, and Chk1 bind) and B2 (where 53BP1, 53BP2, sv40, p53 DBD, Casp3, Cks1, and c-Abl bind) do not interpenetrate each other in their trimeric states; consequently, simultaneous interactions of these two sets are possible. In the right column of Fig. 4, some predicted multimeric co-interacting states are shown. For example, the first complex illustrates the simultaneous interaction of Chk1, RPA and 53BP2 with p53. The next
complex presents the simultaneous interactions of Cdk2, RAP1A and Casp3 with p53. However, we should note that all the possible complexes we list above are derived from static structures and the dynamics of the proteins are not considered. Small overlaps can be resolved by minor conformational changes involving side chains or some small backbone rotations.

c-Abl is a proto-oncoprotein, necessary for normal growth and development. c-Abl regulates several cell cycle control genes. The interaction between c-Abl and p53 enhances p21 transcription. PRISM predicts the Abl–p53 interaction and their binding regions. The template for this interaction is the interface between DBD of p53 and binding protein of p53 (53BP2) (1ycsAB). Both 53BP2 and Abl contain SH3 domain and Abl matches well the 53BP2 part of the template interface. The binding site of Abl on p53 overlaps with the binding region of 53BP1, 53BP2, sv40 etc. NOXclass classifies this interaction as biological (i.e. non-crystal).

Ku80 is a repair protein which forms a heterodimer with Ku70; this heterodimer binds to broken DNA and repairs it; the Ku70–Ku80 heterodimer also has an important role in growth regulation. However, Ku70 and Ku80 also have functions independent from each other. Ku80 can move into the nucleus in its monomeric state independent from Ku70 using its own signals or may transiently interact with a partner. The PRISM results led us to propose that p53 DBD may be a potential partner of Ku80 in the nucleus. Deletion of Ku80 leads to an increase in p53-mediated DNA damage response. The predicted interaction between Ku80 (1jeq:B) and p53 is shown in the lower right portion of Fig. 4. This interaction is found to be 99.75% biologically relevant by NOXclass. The template interface for this putative interaction is the interface between the homodimer of the DCoH protein (1dchAB). The DCoH protein associates with specific DNA-binding proteins. Ku80 covers just about the entire DBD surface, blocking the interaction of other proteins. Its binding region covers the B1 binding region (where Cdk2, Crk, Chk1 bind), the B2 (where 53BP1, 53BP2, sv40, p53 DBD, Casp3, Cks1, c-Abl bind) and the B3 (where Rap1A, Ku70, Cdk7 bind). Thus, while proteins interacting through B1, B2 and B3 can interact with p53 simultaneously, none of these proteins can bind p53 when Ku80 is bound.

Replication protein-A (RPA) is a single-stranded DNA-binding protein which has several functions in the cell and contains three subunits. RPA interacts with several transcription factors including p53. The 32 kDa subunit of RPA (1z1d:A) matches the template interface formed between the homodimer of human Flt3 ligand (1eteAB). Mdm2 and its binding partners

Mdm2 is a negative regulator of p53. p53 promotes the transcription of Mdm2; in turn, Mdm2 binds to p53 and stimulates the ubiquitination of the p53 carboxy terminus, marking it for degradation. This negative feedback loop leads to oscillation in the levels of p53 and Mdm2 in the cell. Over-expression of Mdm2 leads to attenuation in the p53 response to stress signals. While the Mdm2–p53 interaction has been well studied, Mdm2 also has p53 independent functions and is a multi-interface cellular hub.
dependent transcription. The Mdm2 interaction with pRb disrupts the pRb–E2F binding leading to an increase in the E2F-dependent transcription.50,51

Using the interface of the homodimer of cytokine B10 (1o7zAB) as a template, PRISM predicts an Mdm2–pRb interaction. The crystal structure of the pRb–E2F1 complex is available in the PDB (1n4m; the interface is labeled as 1n4mAC).52 The pRb region interacting with E2F1 matches an Mdm2 region, suggesting that Mdm2 binds to pRb at the same region as E2F1, thus blocking its interaction with pRb (shown in Fig. 6). Consequently, the PRISM results suggest that the interactions of E2F1 and Mdm2 with pRb are mutually exclusive. Their binding sites on pRb share 16 residues, Glu533, Glu551, Glu554, His555, Ile536, Lys530, Lys537, Lys548, Lys652, Lys653, Leu649, Arg467, Arg656, Ser534, Thr645, and Val531.

p53–Mdm2 pocket region. The transactivation domain of p53 interacts with the Swib domain of Mdm2. The interaction site is in a pocket region. When we focused on the PRISM-predicted putative Mdm2 interaction partners in this region, we noticed that PCNA (proliferating cell nuclear antigen), Casp3 (Caspase 3), Abl and TBP (TATA box binding protein) all bind to Mdm2, blocking its pocket region. Thus, these proteins may compete with p53. Fig. 7A illustrates the interaction between Mdm2 and the transactivation domain of p53 (PDB code: 1ycr; 1ycrAB is the PRISM labeled interface). The predicted binding sites of PCNA, Casp3, Abl and TBP are shown in Fig. 7B. This figure clearly illustrates that these putative exclusive interactions occur in the pocket region of Mdm2, just where p53 binds.

From experimental studies we know that Abl neutralizes the Mdm2-mediated degradation of p53. Abl binds to p53 and enhances its transcriptional activity, thus allowing p53 to overcome Mdm2-mediated degradation. Abl interacts with Mdm2 in vivo and in vitro. This interaction can occur in multiple Mdm2 sites.53 Here, we predict that Abl binds to Mdm2 using the Swib domain of Mdm2. This region also corresponds to the pocket region where Mdm2 binds to p53. This scenario may be a mechanism to block the Mdm2–p53 interaction decreasing Mdm2-dependent degradation of p53.

TBP is a transcription factor which binds to specific TATA box regions of DNA. TBP is predicted as a possible partner of Mdm2 protein by PRISM. The predicted binding region is illustrated in Fig. 7. This putative interaction is also available in the IntAct database.54

Mdm2–multi-interface hub protein. Mdm2 is a hub protein with multiple binding partners interacting at different binding sites. PRISM points out two distinct binding sites in the Swib domain of Mdm2. The first is detailed above. The second predicted binding site is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the left panel depicts the binding partners with their predicted binding sites. Among these, the interaction between PCAF and Mdm2 is verified in the literature. Mdm2 interacts with PCAF both in vivo and in vitro.55

Skp2 is also an E3 ligase like Mdm2. In several tumors, the expression levels of these two ligases are very high. However,
inhibition of these ligases has more severe results in tumors.\textsuperscript{56} Mdm2 displaces Skp2 and in this way the ubiquitination of the transcription factor E2F1 is inhibited.\textsuperscript{57} The interaction between Skp2 and Mdm2 has also been validated experimentally. PRISM proposes a putative interaction between these two E3 ligases, Mdm2 and Skp2, using the template interface between the homodimer of human Flt3 ligand (1eteAB). The right panel shows some combination of interactions which can occur simultaneously; the Abl-Skp2-Mdm2, TBP-Ku80-Mdm2 and PCNA-PCAF-Mdm2 complexes are illustrated in their trimeric states. Here, none of the three complexes in each complex overlaps each other. If we find two proteins binding at different interfaces, microarray data can help in determining if they actually bind at the same time by looking at the correlation of their expression patterns. If their expression is correlated, most likely these two interactions can occur simultaneously.

Conclusions

Protein–protein interaction networks present proteins as nodes and their interactions as edges. This type of network representation is abstract; yet it is immensely useful: it provides a global picture of biological processes and protein function. At the same time, it presents a problem: some proteins have tens and even hundreds of interactions. While a node can be connected to other nodes through a large number of edges, not all edges can take place simultaneously. Since the surface area of a protein molecule is limited, a single protein cannot interact with such a large number of partners at the same time. In order to figure out which interactions can occur simultaneously and which are mutually excluded, we need to consider a fourth dimension in interaction maps, that of time. Assigning the time dimensionality in networks transforms node-and-edge maps into cellular processes, and their regulation. Here, we present a new concept integrating time into protein interaction networks using three-dimensional protein structures and interfaces. The concept is illustrated by the p53 network. p53 is a central protein, playing a key role in response to a broad range of stress signals such as DNA damage and oncogene activation; as such it has a large number of binding partners in the cell. To achieve our goal and characterize the interactions of the p53 pathway we use our PRISM server.\textsuperscript{11,13,15} PRISM is based on a simple yet well substantiated paradigm: the number of interface architectures in nature is limited. Thus, if two surface regions of two single chain proteins are similar to two sides of a crystal (or NMR) complex, they can bind. PRISM uses a template interface set to predict binding sites of two interacting proteins in a target set. As an engine, it uses an efficient structural comparison algorithm able to carry out large-scale database comparisons in impressively short time scales. Via PRISM, the structural database and the databases of interacting proteins, we are able to predict which interactions can and cannot co-exist. Here we apply this concept to the p53 and the Mdm2 hubs: for the p53 we predict four distinct binding sites on the DNA-binding domain. These sites are utilized to bind to at least 12 different proteins. Some of these interactions can occur at the same time while some others cannot. Based on this concept and strategy, we propose that Ku70, Cdk7 and RAP1A bind to p53 through the same site on p53, and hence cannot bind at the same time to p53. Additional p53 co-occurring and mutually excluded interactions are also presented. We believe that such a strategy should be immensely useful in the actual comprehension of the regulation of cellular processes beyond the common node-and-edge network picture.
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